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Large Marsh Bedstraw
HERBS : NON-WOODY PLANTS

Flowering: May - July
Distribution: NS, NB, QC, ON

POPULATION 
RANGE

NS General Status Rank: At Risk

Galium obtusum

SIZE: 20-80 cm long.
LEAVES: Long and narrow (linear to 
lance-shaped), 1-3 cm long and 3-5 
mm wide, with a rounded tip. Circularly 
arranged around the stem (whorled) in 
groups of 4 (sometimes 5-6).
STEM: Slender, weak stem that 
branches and spreads. It is green, four-
sided and smooth except for short 
bristly hairs where the leaves attach to 
the stem. 
FLOWERS: Small, 4-petaled and 
white in groups of 3-5 at branch tips. 
The flower stalks (pedicels) are 5-12 
mm long and point upwards. 
FRUITS: Dark, smooth, 4-5 mm long, 
and made up of two round parts. 
NOTES: This species grows in a 
sprawling and weakly-erect fashion.

Habitat: 
Wet marshes, boggy swales, flood plains, 
stream banks, and wet forests. It can 
occur near lakeshores in these habitats. 
Interesting point: There are 300 species 
of bedstraw and some species are capable 
of curdling milk to create cheese. 
Similar species: Marsh Bedstraw 
(Galium palustre)  leaves are circularly 
arranged around the stem (whorled) in 
groups of 2-6 (usually 4-5), with leaves 
0.5-1.5 cm long. Small hairs are absent on the 
stem where the leaves attach. The flowers are 
in groups of 5 or more and the fruit is larger. 
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Marsh Bedstraw

Habitat: 
Sandy, gravelly and rocky lake or river shores as 
well as edges of open shoreline wetlands. 
Typically found on damp to wet acidic soils. 
Interesting point: Goldenrods are great 
native nectar sources for many insects including 
butterflies and bees. This species is in the same 
family as dandelions and produces similar fruits 
which are attached to long hairs that allow them 
to easily be carried by wind.
Similar species: Narrow-Leaved Goldenrod 
(Euthamia graminifolia) is common in a wider 
variety of habitats throughout the province, has 
a flat-topped flower cluster (inflorescence) that 
is 5-20 cm wide and wider leaves (3-12 mm) that 
are clearly three-veined.

Fruit
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Flowers

 © ROBERT MOHLENBROCKFlowers

Whorled leaves © MEGAN CROWLEY Fruits © MEGAN CROWLEY

Large Marsh Bedstraw in front of a black background © MEGAN CROWLEY

7
Carolina Fragrant Goldenrod

POPULATION 
RANGE

HERBS : NON-WOODY PLANTS

Flowering: August - September
Distribution: NS, ON

NS General Status Rank: Secure

Euthamia caroliniana

Narrow-Leaved Goldenrod leaves Narrow-Leaved Goldenrod flowers  © SEAN BLANEY

 © SEAN BLANEY
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 © SEAN BLANEY

Linear, alternate leaves 

© MEGAN CROWLEY

Flower cluster with one flower head circled

© MEGAN CROWLEY

© ALAIN BELLIVEAU

SIZE: 30-100 cm tall.
LEAVES: Narrow and linear, 2-7 cm 
long and 1.5-4 mm wide with 1-3 
noticeable veins. They are typically 
widely spreading or pointing upwards 
and alternately arranged along the 
stem. There are often clusters of 
smaller leaver where the main leaves 
meet the stem (leaf axils).
STEM: Slender and unbranched below 
the flower cluster. 
FLOWERS: In a compact, branched, 
flat-topped, cluster (inflorescence) at 
the top of the plant. The cluster is 1-2 
cm wide and contains many small, 
yellow, daisy-like flower heads which 
are each composed of approximately 
25-50 miniature flowers or florets.
FRUITS: Small, dry, one-seeded fruits 
(achenes) attached to a row of long 
hairs or bristles.  
NOTES: Until recently, Euthamia 
caroliniana and Euthamia galetorum 
were treated as two separate but very 
similar species. They are now both 
considered to be Carolina Fragrant 
Goldenrod. 


